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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0070353A1] 1. Security device of an automatic vending machine which for the prevention of the fraud by application of the so-called
thread trick displays a coin path (2), which is curved in its entry region, with a thread sensor (1) consisting of a bracket (3), which is provided with
small mass, is rotatable about its bearing, is checked for its position by a light barrier and which protrudes into the bent coin path (2) in such a
manner that a thread stretched between the entry (5) and exit (6) of the bent coin path is kinked at the bracket (3) and thereby turns the bracket (3)
out of its rest setting which has the consequence of a light barrier output signal which thereupon effects the performance of given security measures,
characterised thereby, that the bracket (3) is so shaped that a lateral by-passing by the thread is impossible, that an edge (12) protruding into
the coin path (2) is formed and that the thread of the coin disposed in the coin path (2) is so guided on the pulling-back of the coin that a certain
wedging of the coin behind this edge is assured, that a one-way coin barrier (11) preventing the pulling-back of the coin is arranged behind the coin
exit (6) of the coin path (2), that a coin sensor generating a coin test termination signal for prevention of the multiple valuation of a coin hanging at a
thread is mounted directly behind the one-way coin barrier (11) and that precautions are taken, which have the effect that a cashing flap (7) assumes
or maintains its setting, in which the coins are guided into the final coin till (9), on the occurrence of a light barrier output signal before, during and/or
after the cashing operation and remains in this setting until the light barrier output signal has finally again disappeared.
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